
Q.5 Discharge through a pipe is the product of 
________ and ________.                          (CO5)

Q.7 Chezy’s formula for velocity of flow in pipe is given 
as ____________.                                     (CO7)

SECTION-A

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 
compulsory  (10x1=10)

Q.1 As the temperature of liquid rises its viscosity 
___________.                                           (CO2)

Q.2 The study of liquids in motion is called 
_________.                                               (CO1)

Q.3 Hydraul ic press is the appl icat ion of 
____________.                                         (CO3)

2Q.4 The unit of Pressure is N/m  also called 
_________.                                               (CO4)

Q.6 The velocity with which water in the channel 
approaches the weir is called ________.    (CO6)
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Q.8 The water in canal runs under ________.    (CO8)

Q.9 In case of open channel, the water itself is the 
________.                                                  (CO8)

SECTION-B 

Note: Very short answer type questions. Attempt any 
ten questions.   (10x2=20)

Q.11 Define dynamic viscosity.    (CO2)

Q.12 Define centre of pressure.   (CO3)

Q.13 Define vaccum pressure.   (CO4)

Q.14 State Bernoulli’s theorem.   (CO5)

Q.15 Define Mouthpiece.    (CO6)

Q.10 Francis turbine is a _______ turbine.           (CO9)

Q.22 Define capillarity.     (CO2)

Q.16 Define critical velocity.    (CO7)

Q.17 Define Hydraulic radius.                              (CO7)

Q.18 Define most economical section.   (CO8)

Q.19 Write down a Manning’s formula for discharge in 
open channel.    (CO8)

Q.20 Define reciprocating pump.    (CO9)

Q.21 Define stream line.     (CO5)
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Q.25 A uniform tapering pipe has 100mm and 80mm 
diameter at its end. If the velocity of water at larger 
end is 2m/sec, find the discharge at larger end 

and velocity head at smaller end.  (CO5)

Q.27 Explain major and minor energy losses in pipe 

flow.                       (CO7)

SECTION-C 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 
questions.               (8x5=40)

Q.23 What is fluid? How are fluids classified?  (CO1)

Q.24 What is Pascal’s Law? Explain its utilities.  (CO3)

Q.26 Differentiate between a weir and a notch.  (CO6)

Q.28 A rectangular channel carries water at the rate of 
550 litres/sec when bed slope is 1 in 2600. Find 
the most economical dimensions of the channel if 

c=60.                       (CO8)

Q.29 What is meant by knocking in pipes.  (CO7)

Q.30 Write a short note on Bourlen tube pressure 

gauge.                       (CO4)

Q.31 Show the centre of pressure of an immersed body 

is always below its centre of Gravity.  (CO3)

Q.32 What is turbine? Explain its working principle.

                        (CO9)

(3)

SECTION-D 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   (3x10=30)

Q.33 A rectangular plate 2metre long and 1.5metre 
wide is immersed in water in the vertical position 
so that its top 1.5metre wide edge is parallel to 
and below the free water surface by 2.5metre. 
Find total pressure and centre of pressure. Let 

3
specific mass of water be 1000kg/m .    (CO3)

Q.35 Find the total Energy of 5kg of water which is 
flowing with a velocity of 4m/sec under a pressure 
of 4.2 bar at a level 20metre above the datum line.

     (CO5)

Q.36 Explain the construction and working of a 
centrifugal pump.    (CO9)

(Note: Course outcome/CO is for office use only)

Q.34 A rectangular channel is twice as broad as deep. 
3

If it is to discharge 50m /s; determine the section. 
Take slope of bed as 1 in 1000 and Chezy’s 

constant as 50.    (CO8)
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